Lawrence Poet's Corner, gazing down pensively on Hardy's tomb, and on Hardy  a ray of moonlight falling on that broad white Scottish forehead, Barrie would sit till you were tired of the sight of him, The whole matter is summed up in that fatal lack of simplicity which is so wretched a lacuna in so many other admirable literary natures. Now G. B. S., with all his lapses, is simple, and this is a great charm.
I shall be very sorry if you allow the gesture of A, E. 11 to set you off your task, which is a fine and serious one. You should only think of your picture and never mind what other people say.
Yours very sincerely,
EDMUND GOSSE.
Maybe I should have tried to carry out my design, but the project had become distasteful. Not all Hardy's friends approved of the Abbey burial. I heard from Lawrence from Karachi:
14.4,28. Dear Rothenstein,
Yes, I was a sudden loser when Hardy went. Not that I could be a friend of his: the difference in size and age and performance between us was too overwhelming; but because Fd seen a good deal of him, and he was so by himself, so characteristic a man, that each contact with him was an experience. I went each time, nervously: and came away gladly, saying, 'It's all right.5 That's the spirit in which most of us R.A.F. fellows go up into the air, We are always glad to get down again: yet no consideration would keep us (will keep us) from snatching the first chance to fly once more.
I regret Hardy's funeral service, Mrs Shaw sent me a copy. So little of it suited the old man's nature. He would have smiled, tolerantly, at it all: but I grow indignant for him, knowing that these sleek Deans and Canons were acting a lie behind his name. Hardy was too great to be suffered as an enemy of their faith: so he must be redeemed. Each birthday the Dorchester clergyman would insert a paragraph tell-104

